Graduate students and copyright: informing graduate
students about copyright issues in relation to their thesis.
The challenges

How to promote awareness of copyright issues amongst graduate students in relation to their thesis.
How to provide graduate students with straightforward and timely information to questions about copyright.

The issues

Questions from graduate students about copyright and their thesis appear to cluster around three main issues:
		 1]
				
				
				

Including copyrighted material in a thesis.
When do I need to obtain written permission from a copyright holder?
How do I obtain copyright permission?
When should I start the process of obtaining copyright permission? How long does it take?

		 2]
				
				
				

Ownership of copyright of their thesis.
Who owns the copyright to my thesis?
Is an electronic thesis covered by copyright?
Do I need to register my thesis to get copyright protection?

		 3] ETDs and open repositories.
				 Will I be able to publish my thesis if it is included in an open repository?
				What is open access?
			 						

The strategies

Strategies to inform graduate students about copyright issues:
• Information about copyright included in an orientation session for all graduate students.
• A short brochure on copyright issues given to graduate students.
• Expanded and updated information on copyright included on the Carleton University Faculty of
						Graduate Studies and Research website.
• Option of emailing or booking a meeting with a librarian to discuss copyright issues.
• Enhanced communication with the Carleton University copyright officer in the preparation of these materials.
• Presentation for Faculty of Graduate Studies and Research staff and Departmental Graduate
Administrators on where to direct graduate students with copyright questions.

The outcomes

• Increase graduate students’ awareness of copyright issues. They will know where to locate
						 copyright information on campus and who to ask if they have questions.
• Reduce the incidence of copyright issues becoming a problem during the final stages of thesis preparation
						 by providing timely information early in the research process.
• Reduce the number of routine copyright questions directed to Library and Graduate Studies staff.
• Better inform faculty and staff about where to direct graduate students with copyright questions.
• Increase the level of information literacy amongst graduate students. Understanding the ethical and legal use of
				 information is one of the pillars of information literacy and necessary to prepare future scholars and professionals.
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